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Overview of the Mission Trip
The 2019 Mission Trip to Nigeria hosted by The Educator Africa /USA was a fulfillment

of a long term vision of The

Founder and The Executive Director of The Educator, Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu.

The componenet of the mission Trip were:

2 Days Clergy Care Workshop in Abuja

3 Days Holistic Health Conference in Lagos

5 Days Healing Trauma Retreat in Jos for Widows and Youths who lost loved ones due

to militant insurgencies in Northern Nigeria

Chiropractic Outreaches in Makoko and RCCG COD

3 Days Healthy Family Development Facilitator’s Training in Lagos 

 

Training team members were composed of both International and Nigerian

professionals, in addition to amazing volunteers in Abuja, Lagos, and Jos. The mission

trip activities spanned the months of July and August..

 

Partners:

The mission trip was made possible through the partnerships of Conscience

International, USA, Sir. Emeka Offor

Foundation, Abuja, RCCG Region 10, Abuja, ProHealth International, Jos,  RCCG City

of David, Lagos, and various individual partners.
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The Clergy care workshop in Abuja HELD FROM THE 11TH TO 12TH  JULY 2019 AT

THE RCCG GOD OF WONDERS, OJUMADU NWAEZE HOUSE, UTAKO.   HOSTED

BY RCCG REGION 10, ABUJA under the Leadership of Pst. E A Odeyemi. The

focus of the booth camp was on providing experiential wellness training to

Pastors and Missionaries who spend most of their lives acting as caregivers,

and more often forget their own needs for rest, healing, and renewal. The lack

of care can lead to a state of dis-ease which can sometimes manifest as

physical diseases. The wellness booth camp incorporated Stress Profile

Analysis, Personality Assessment, Psychoeducational Sessions, and Practical

Intervention Sessions using different interventions like Therapeutic Breathing,

Mindfulness, and Chiropractic Adjustments. Facilitators for this workshop were:

Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu (The Educator, Africa/USA), Dr. Joe Esposito (Health

Missions & Align Life), Joshua Pomeroy (Health Missions), Dr. Paul Odumu

(Deputy Director (Medical) Nigerian Ministry of Defence), and Bunmi Olukoga

(The Educator Training Director). Opening address was delivered by The Aso

Rock Chaplin, Pst. Seyi Malomo who congratulated the participants for the

opportunity to be beneficiaries of such a laudable program coming at a crucial

time. There were over 70 Pastors in attendance to include the Clergies from

Aso Rock Chapel. Pastor E.A Odeyemi, AGO Education & Training for RCCG

and Regional Pastor, Northern Region, gave the opening charge during the

conference, and encouraged the Pastors to receive the information for their

use, and equally pass it on to their colleagues and congregation. Joshua

Pomeroy of Health Missions shared his journey of healing from being

wheelchair bound for 2 years to becoming an advocate of Chiropractic care

after a few chiropractic adjustments and magnesium supplementation (see

story at the back page).

Historical Review of God’s General/

Identifying Burnout - Dr. Eniabitobi

Kuyinu

How To be Your Own Doctor /Keeping

Your Liver Health - Dr. Joe Esposito

Health Matters:

Cardiovascular/Diabetes/Cancer - Dr.

Paul Odumu      

Building Emotional Intelligence Through

Self-Awareness - Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu

What Chiropractic Can Do For

Me/Demonstrations - Dr. Joe Esposito

Breathe of Life  -  Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu

Leading With Humility at Home, Church &

at Work –Pst. E. A Odeyemi

Maintaining a Healthy Weight – Dr. Joe

Esposito

Food For Life / The Dietary Lifestyle of a

Minister –Dr. Paul Odumu

Play/Laughter/Sense of Smell –Dr.

Eniabitobi Kuyinu

The Training Topics covered with the

names of the presenters:    

Clergy Wellness Booth Camp

Comments from Participants:
“That this should be done often and also translate to grassroots people.”
 
“This training should be extended to larger part of the church, all ministers, workers and members must go
through.”
 
“As I obey spiritual laws, I must also obey physical laws of health, because this vessel must be taken care of.
My body has a voice, so I must learn to listen, and that I am wired for movement.”
 
“The conference is a great blessing as it has impacted my own life and led me to make some important
decision about my health.”



James 1: 27

“Religion that God our Father accepts as pure and faultless is this: to

look after  orphans and widows  in their distress, and to keep oneself

from being polluted by the world. (NIV).” 

 

The goal of The Trauma Healing Retreat was to help the wounded and

the broken begin the journey towards healing and restoration. The

retreat HELD FROM MONDAY 22nd TO FRIDAY 26TH OF JULY 2019 AT

THE CARTER COLON CENTRE IN JOS. Participants for the Trauma

Healing Retreat were 10 widows, and 35 Adolescents between the

ages of 12 – 18 who had suffered the loss of loved ones during the

militancy insurgencies in Northern Nigeria. Program facilitators were

Dr. Paula Rhodes (Life University Atlanta), Paulett Lawrence (Life

Empowerment Services, Atlanta)), Bunmi Olukoga (Training Director,

The Educator Africa). Dara Olabode (Program Coordinator/Camp

commandant, The Educator Africa), and Mrs. Akpede (Widows

Program Assistant). Program Highlights & Daily Routine were:   Early

morning prayer walks, breakfast devotionals, teaching sessions using

the Healing Children’s Wounds of Trauma and Accelerated Success

Achievement Program (ASAP) for the Adolescents, and Healing the

Wounds of Trauma for the widows. Other events were experiential

therapy (play, art, music & dance, mindfulness/breathing exercises,

prayer/worship, chiropractic adjustment, health checks, aromatherapy,

pain externalization. and group processing sessions. The various

activities helped the participants to process their pain and trauma in

their journey towards healing.

Trauma Healing Retreat
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Why do bad things happen? 

If God loves us, why do we suffer? 

Saying how we feel 

Feeling lonely 

Dealing with loss and grief 

How can the wounds of our hearts be

healed? 

What happens when someone is grieving? 

Suicide ® Bad touch / Sexual abuse 

Forgiveness 

Rebuilding lives  

Personal development skills

Planning for the future 

Deeper walk with Christ 

Goal setting 

Preparing for trouble 

Stress management strategies.

Some of the topics covered during the

retreat: 

Comments from Participants:

 

“I have learnt so many things from the

lessons but the most important thing I leant

was, to open up all my problems to people

that can help me, so that I can get

help/solution to it.”

 

“I feel like not leaving the program

because it was nice being here. I feel

happy and peace in my heart.”

 

“The thing I like doing before this retreat is

keeping my problems to myself but now I

learnt that I should open up no matter

what. Truly and sincerely, I feel joyful,

hopeful and that no matter what has

happened, now with Christ, I have a new

beginning.”
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Physical Health and Prevention of Chronic Diseases Track

Family Health and Wellness Track

Mental Health Track

The cross section of International & Local facilitators 

The natural health component through the knowledge of our body & natural pharmacy 

The introduction of the chiropractic practice and health benefits of Aromatherapy

The strong emphasis on mental health and Family Wellness

The conference had three tracks:

 

A healthy state of mind is medicine to the body, this was said by a very wise man long ago.

Laughter is medicine to the bones and a broken spirit is rottenness to the body. What goes on

in our minds defines who we are and what we do. Our actions are determined by our state of

mind. To change behavior is to change the mind. Understanding how the mind works and how

it can be reprogrammed and refocused for effective living is worth learning. 

 

The family is the smallest unit of the society and can be a mirror into the larger society.

Building healthy and productive individuals within the family context is very important to the

health of the society at large. Wealth is not determined by the Country’s GDP but truly by the

health and wellbeing of the people. Overall true wealth comes from a life of purpose in

relationship with God and others.

 

The Holistic Health Conference took place at The MUSON CENTRE AGIP HALL for 3 days, from

July 16th- 18th 2019.

 

This conference was very peculiar in so many ways;

 

Holistic Health Conference

The Holistic Health Conference was an inspiration nurtured over the years to see people live holistic lifestyles. True

wellness is not just an absence of disease, but wholeness mentally, physically, spiritually and socially. The goal of

the conference was to show case the interplay between these various areas of health and wellness
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Holistic Health Conference

The topics covered for each track were engaging and transformational. 

Family Health

• Healthy vs. Toxic Relationships: Know the Signs: Ayo

Daniels

• Porn-Trap: The Hijacked Brain: Ayo Daniels & Paulett

Lawrence

• Brain Wiring and Re-Wiring Through Emotional Intelligent

Parenting: Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu

• Sound Marital House Model: Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu

• Gateway to Intimacy: Sexual Satisfaction Vs Sexual

Dysfunction: Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu

• How Well Do You Manage Conflict, Avoid, Attack, Pacify

or Negotiate - Ayo Daniels

• Olfactory Pathway to Healing (Aromatherapy): Drs. Paula

Rhodes & Eniabitobi Kuyinu

• Partners in Progress; Self Awareness & Emotional

Intelligence: Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu

Mental Health

• Neurodevelopmental Challenges: Management Strategies

& Nutritional Interventions: Drs. Paula Rhodes & Eniabitobi

Kuyinu

• Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), Depression &

Suicide: Paulett Lawrence
• How to be a Mental Health, Advocate: Dr. Eniabitobi Kuyinu, &

Paulett Lawrence

• Developing Basic Helping skills. Paulett Lawrence

• “Brain on Fire’’. Trauma, Stress & the Brain: Dr. Paula Rhodes

• Silent Neurodevelopmental challenges (ADHD, Dyslexia, &

Anxiety) from Childhood to Adulthood: What is wrong with

the Brain? Drs. Eniabitobi Kuyinu & Paula Rhodes

• Assessing for Neurodevelopmental challenges Primitive

Reflexes, Cognitive Functioning, Vestibular System: Drs.

Paula Rhodes & Eniabitobi Kuyinu

• Laugh and Play Your Way to Health: Paulett Lawrence

Physical Health

• What Can Chiropractic Do For Me?: Dr. Joe Esposito

• Our Natural Pharmacy: Taking Advantage of our

Ecosystem: Dr. Bunmi Omoseindenmi

• Cancer Epidemiology & Case Studies on Integrative

Management: Dr. Paula Rhodes

• Case Studies Reports On Integrative Management of

Cancer: Dr. Sam Asomogba

• Case Studies: Interplay Between Orthodox Medicine,

Herbal Remedies & Nutrition in Healthcare: Dr. Olubunmi

Omoseindemi

• Natural Management of Weight Loss: Dr. Joe Esposito

• Clean Out the Liver the Power of Detoxification, Functional

Assessment & Natural Methods of Detoxification: Dr. Joe

Esposito

• Heavy Burden: Hormonal Control & Weight Management:

Dr. Joe Esposito 
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Holistic Health Conference

Plenary...

What We Know About Cancer: Dr. Paula Rhodes
Leading with Humility as a Father, Husband, Clergy,

Boss & Government Official: Mr. Tonye Cole

10 Final year students from Lagos University

Teaching Hospital were offered scholarships

to attend the conference. The participating

students were very excited and grateful for

attending the conference. They suggested

the information should be incorporated into

their training curriculum. 

Joshua Pomeroy story and Chropractic session with over 100 final year Medical student of Lagos  

University Teaching Hospital. The 10 final year student who were offered Scholarships were

selected from this group. "Joshua Pomeroy (Executive Director-Health Mission), Bunmi Olukoga

(Training Director-The Educator), Dr. Alero Robert (Lagos University Teaching Hospital), Dr.

Omobunmi Omoseyindemi (Herbal Medicine Practitional)"
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Holistic Health Conference

Other Activities during the Conference...
Chiropractic Adjustments 

Drs. Joe Esposito and Paula Rhodes provided daily sessions of chiropractic adjustments to

participants

Medical Test - Body Mass Assessment

Participants had free medical examination using the INBODY machine. With free one on one interpretive feedback

session with Dr. Joe Esposito INBODY Body Composition Analysis measures Muscle Mass, Body Fat, Obesity

Analysis, Water Distribution, Body Weight, Visceral Fat, and Basal Metabolic Rate.
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Comments from Participants:
“I want to participate in a program like this again because I have been

impacted. I will suggest that more medical students should be gathered for

seminars, and be educated about this practice.”

 

“These lectures I feel are the best for family well-being.”

 

“For this type of lectures and knowledge to be integrated into medical

curriculum in medical schools and post gradual training for Doctors in Nigeria.”

 

“I suggest that Dr. Kuyinu be appointed the Minister of Family Affairs in Nigeria

to rediscover and restore the lost Nigerian families.”

 

"I want to participate in a program like this again because I have been impacted

into. I that the program is practicable and interactive"

 

"There is a better approach to treatment which is non-invasive, less finance

burden"

Holistic Health Conference

Free Chiropractic Care

The team in partnership with Hope Center Makoko provided free Chiropractic

care for children, men and women in Makoko community in Lagos. The Team also

provided care for members of RCCG City of David at the Healing Stripe Clinic. 
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Healthy Family Development (HFD) Facilitator’s Level 1

Healthy Family Development (HFD) Facilitator’s Level 1 Training focused on developing Facilitators to build healthy

families and homes. This was the first set to be trained as HFD Facilitators. The training focused on equipping

trainees: to teach marriage strengthening skills to diverse groups; provide detailed feedback for the Marriage

Checkup and Marriage Readiness Checkup Program; help couples identify their strength and growth areas,

explore personality differences and similarities, strengthen communication and resolve conflict; learn to help

singles assess readiness for marriage, explore their personality/values, communication skills, and how family

background have shaped their relationship style; and use different assessment tools in working with individuals

and couples.

Premarital & Marital Education Assessments / Taking

Assessments 

HFD Facilitator’s Skills

Family of Origin /Attachment 

Emotional Intelligence 

Marriage Readiness Checkup Feedback Video / Discussion

Marriage Checkup Feedback Video / Discussion 

Sound Marital House Model 

Healthy vs. Unhealthy Relationships for Singles 

Stress Management and Conflict Resolution for Married Couples 

Total Health /Aromatherapy

Topics covered

Comments from Participants:

“I liked the practical approach to the teaching. It helped to drive home the critical elements of the course and

learned that couples do not always have to agree on everything in order for them to be happy.”

“I feel well informed and equipped for the work ahead and I liked the real life illustrations and feedback used

during the training.”

“I feel fulfilled and more equipped and I learned there is so much to be done in the body of Christ, and we need

to be equipped to be effective.”
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Joshua Pomeroy: Holistic Care Success Story
He was medically retired from the military due to

having a suspected rare reaction to cancer.

However, the reality of his medical situation

painted a substantially different picture. A little

over 6 years ago, Joshua fell, hitting his face on a

light machine gun on a road during a training

mission. He was rushed to the hospital for a

suspected cervical spine injury; however, his CT

scan was clear. A couple of weeks later, he could

not feel his right thumb, index and middle fingers.

He had an MRI, but again it showed nothing.

Joshua went without symptoms for a year and a

half when he started getting dizzy spells. It was at

this point he entered a long 4 ½ year journey of

seeing 29 doctors (primarily top neurologists) at 11

hospitals, including Johns Hopkins, Mayo Clinic,

University of Chicago, Northwestern Memorial and

Columbia University Medical Center. He received

treatments of solu-medrol, intravenous

immunoglobulin, and blood plasma exchanges.

Joshua’s health deteriorated to the point where

he was in an electric wheelchair, had 8-10

seizures a day, had his diaphragm seize up, had

his legs randomly stop responding and required a

caretaker.

 He was getting ready to start his career as an officer in the Army and now he was unable to effectively

take care of himself. In those 4 ½ years, no one ever referred him to a Chiropractor or for a full nutrient

assessment. On May 10th of 2018, Joshua met Dr. Joseph Esposito and Dr. Cristina Esposito, the founders

of Health Missions at a restaurant. From his table he had heard their conversation on transforming the

healthcare system. He went over to meet them and asked if they could help him knowing he was running

out of time and may not live beyond the year. Dr. Joe agreed to work with him and shortly thereafter, took

Joshua under his care. After a thorough investigation, it was discovered that Joshua had a severe

magnesium deficiency created by only supplementing him with calcium during his plasma exchanges. It

was also discovered that he had a severe vertebral subluxation (misalignment of the spine compressing

nerves or in this case his brain stem). Within 2 weeks of Chiropractic adjustment and magnesium

supplementation, he was out of the wheel chair and swimming. After witnessing what chiropractic,

functional health, and natural health care provides a patient, he has committed himself to building

awareness on the efficacy of what each of these services has to provide. Joshua is a West Point graduate

with a Master’s degree in Business Law from Washington University in St. Louis, and about to start a PhD in

Public Health. He is currently the Executive Director of Health Missions.  



FINAL WORDS
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The mission trip to Nigeria 2019 was indeed a mission accomplished, starting with

the Clergy Care workshop, to the Holistic Health Conference, and the HFD Level 1

training to the outreach to Widows and Children who have lost one or two

parents form the militant insurgencies in the Northern part of Nigeria which was a

true joy. I was truly fulfilled reading the various evaluations and I kept on hearing

“we want more.” 

 

Holistic is not a buzz word but the reality of what our lives should encompass. We

are not just body, mind, spirit or social beings, we are an integration of all of

these, and true wellness comes when we give attention to every aspect of our

lives. During the various events we were consistently inundated with requests to

help with families. This theme and requests ran through the various conferences

and workshops. A

 

 I believe my best moments were in Jos, working with the widows and youths who

have lost both or one parent. The joy of release during the last night of dance

and worship was out of this world. Without the participants needing to tell me, I

knew healing had taken place. What glorious moments. I look forward to The

Educator Mission 2020, which hopefully will extend beyond the shores of Nigeria.

I invite you to participate and support this amazing revolution!

How you can support The Educator Africa/USA

 

• Host/Sponsor a Conference in your State/Country/Church (Nigeria/USA)

• Support The Educator’s work with Youths through the Youth Club Project in Public Schools

(Nigeria)

• Give Towards The Educator Widows and Orphans Fund (Nigeria)

• Give Towards The Educator Clergy and Missionary Care Project (Counseling and Training)

(Nigeria/USA)

• Be a partner for The Educator counseling and work readiness program for at risk women (USA)

• Partner with our Women and Children’s project to promote healthy births and reduce

neurodevelopmental disorders in children. (Nigeria)

To give a donation go to www.theeducatorng.org and click on the donate button. Email us at

info@theeducatorng.org to learn more about our programs and events. To specifically support the

African project you can make your donation directly to The Educator’s Account. 

We would like to appreciate all our sponsors and partners and we truly appreciate your

commitment to supporting us. 
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Brief Profiles of Mission Team Members... 
Pauleth has a Master's degree in Clinical

Medica Health Counseling with a specialization

in Trauma from Richmont Graduate University

Atlanta. She has a Bachelor of Science degree

in Human Relations from Point University. As an

authorized facilitator for Stewards of Children,

she educates groups, parents, Students and the

general public in prevention and awareness of

child sexual abuse.

"Paulett Lawrence"

Dr. Rhodes graduated from Rutger's, A State with a

BA in Physiology, and earned her DC from Life

University in 1991. She practice that emphasized

proactive whole health and nutrition. She attended

many Funtional Medicine seminals, and in 1996 also

recieved her Certificate as Chiropractic Extemity

Practitional. in early 2010 she joined the faculty at

Life Chiropractic in the student clinic (Campus

Center for Health and Optimum Performance). In

2013 she received her Diplomate of American

Chiropractic Neurology Board.

"Dr. Paula Rhodes"  

In a Career spanning more than two decades, Dr.

Joseph Esposito's experience's as a health advocate

has encompassed roles as clinician, researcher, writer,

formulator, lecturer and entrepreneur. Dr Esposito is

founder of Aceva, a phamaceutical-grade supplement

line and AlignLife, a national chiropractic franchise. His

passion is to teach and implement integrated

healthcare offerings using natural solutions to maximize

patient's health. In his spare time Dr. Esposito enjoy

international mission trips and spending time with

family.

"Dr. Joseph Esposito"
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Brief Profiles of Mission Team Members... 
Dr. Omoseyindemi Olubunmi is a man of many parts highly

dynamic a medical practitioner with very deep passion for

traditional medicine. He has been instrumental to the innovative

growth and development in this area and also pivotal to the

policy formulation within and outside Nigeria. He has served in

various committees and institutions notable is his membership at

the World Health Organization Expert Committee. He is a

researcher a conservationist a publisher with over 10 published

articles and publications. He is a sought after International

facilitator and speaker at various conferences and conventions.

He facilitates leadership programs across continents and he is a

mentor to many, a versatile politician a public servant. He is a

recipient of many honors and awards for his community service

and most importantly contributions towards advancing

traditional medicine.

"Dr. Omoseyindemi Olubunmi"

Dr. Sam Asomugha graduated from the college of Medicine,

University of Ibadan, Ibadan, Oyo State, in 1983. In 1996 he

embraced integrative medical practice in order to improve

health and wellness for his patients through a more holistic

practice. After much research and additional training in

Germany and the United States, he established DHS CLINICS

(First integrative Medicine Center, Lagos) In 2000. His special

interest  is in finding less invasive ways of ameliorating chronic

disease through the practice of functional/integrative

medicine. He is a member of the international  college of

Integrative Medicine (ICIM) in the United States. 

"Dr. Sam Asomugha"

Ayo Daniel is a premier teacher, family life counselor and Lead pastor

of Lighthouse NG. For over twenty years, Ayo has taught , inspired

and nurtured individual across African, USA, UK and Canada in

seminals and conferences on how to live and lead significantly, build

families and institutions through life applicable principles. A certified

trainer of Ican/John Maxwell leadership African who deeply believes

that Africa's narrative can best be rewritten  through the leadership

skills development of Africans. He is the founder of the best

conferences' a course altering intervention programs for

undergraduates and the LACE Africa Finishing School which equip

graduates for leadership in career and business for the market space.

Ayo is an Alumni of University of Lagos, president Kingdom Route

Miniteries, member of the Chartered Institute of Administration,

member of the executive governing council of Church Administrators

Society of Nigeria (CASON), board Catalyst Men Network

International and currently studying at prestigious RBTC Lagos. He is

married to Olufolake, and together with their family live in the city of

Lagoa Nigeria.  

"Ayo Daniels"
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Brief Profiles of Mission Team Members... 
Dr Paul Odumu l is a Family Physician/ Primary Care doctor and a

Fellow of the West African College of Physicians (FWACP) since 2010.

He obtained his Bachelor of Medicine, Bachelor of Surgery (MBBS) from

the University of Jos Nigeria, in 1994. Currently, he heads and

Coordinates the Family Medicine Residency Program in the Nigerian

Army Reference Hospital, Kaduna State, where he serves as a Deputy

Director (Medical) with the Nigerian Ministry of Defense. Dr Odumu is a

well experienced doctor in Rural Medicine as he has practiced Medicine

in several Mission Hospitals in the rural areas from his early days as a

doctor.  He also gained a lot of experience while practicing for his

fellowship in Family Medicine at the then ECWA Evangel Hospital, Jos,

now, Bingham University Teaching Hospital, in Plateau State. Dr. Odumu

has several research publications to his credit among which is "Pattern

of injuries in civil violence in Northern Nigeria. Currently, he is the

National Coordinator/Facilitator of Clinical governance research

training at the Nigerian Ministry of Defense Abuja, and the Centre Lead

investigator (CLI) of WACP -Society of Family Physicians of Nigeria

(SOFPON) National research. He also serves as the Executive Chairman,

SOFPON, Kaduna Zone, and a member of the Nigerian Medical

Association (NMA).  Paul is married to Martha Odumu, a Nurse and

Midwife, and together, they are blessed with two lovely Children.

"Dr. Paul Odumu"

Proactive, productive and prolific are three words that best

describe Bunmi. Proactive: In an environment that gives

opportunities to those who are well-prepared, Bunmi equipped

herself with a degree, B.Sc Sociology (University of Ilorin), an

MBA from Lagos State University and the invaluable experience

of active participation in various workshops locally and

internationally. Productive: Having gained experience as a

lecturer early in her career, she also worked across the

telecommunications industry in various capacities ranging from

Sale Supervision, Product Development to Business and Market

Analyst, and even as Project manager at Empretec Nigeria

Foundation (Private sector initiative of UNCTAD) Bunmi’s

productivity was evident all through. Bunmi is a soft skills

development expert, a faculty member of The Thriving Enterprise

Development Centre, a volunteer Trainer with The Educator

Africa (NGO) she has facilitated personal development Trainings,

leadership programs, customer services and emotional

Intelligence courses over the years across industries within the

public and private sector Prolific: An inexhaustible thinker Trainer

and researcher, an ardent reader, Bunmi currently serves as  the

Educator Africa Training Director. She is happily married and

blessed with two lovely Children.

“Mr. Bunmi Olukoga”
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Brief Profiles of Mission Team Members... 
Tonye Patrick Cole (born 1967) is the co-

founder and former Group Executive

Director of Sahara Group an energy

conglomerate with operations spanning the

entire  energy chain in Nigeria and

neighbouring West African countries to East  

Africa and beyond.

"Tonye Patrick Cole"

Dara is a seasoned teacher and counselor. As a trained

Educationalist with degree in counseling Psychology, he has

continously taught in various colleges and schools of higher

learning, as well as practicing counseling operations. Dara is

also certificated in Health, Safety and Environment (HSE)

practice, and had worked in oil organisation as a Safety

personnel. Dara is certified Mentorship trainer. He is currently

involved in Mentorship training activities in the Educator

organisation. He is also a Member of Management Board of

the Public School Projectof the Organisation. 

Dara is an Ordained Minister in RCCG where he is currently in

charge of Area

"David Dara"

Adjunct Professor of Counseling. Licensed Professional Counselor,

Nationally Certified Counselor. Ph.D. Counselor Education and

Supervision, from Mercer University; Atlanta, USA; Masters in Marriage

and Family Therapy (M.MFT.) from Abilene Christian University; Abilene

Texas; B.A. Theology, from Life Theological Seminary; Lagos, Nigeria;

B.Sc. Microbiology, from University of Benin, Benin, Nigeria; Distance

Credentialed Counselor. Specializations: anxiety, depression,

adolescent counseling, learning disabilities in children and adults,

marriage and family therapy, premarital counseling, sexual pain

disorder in women, biofeedback, neurofeedback and clergy care.

Eniabitobi received the prestigious towel award from Abilene Christian

University in 2009 for her work in community development. She also

received the distinguished best Ph.D. student award from Mercer

University for her exemplary contribution to the fight against human sex

trafficking in Atlanta, and her excellent academic performance. She is

the Executive Director of The Educator.

"Dr. Kuyinu Eniabitobi"
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Comments from Mission Team Members... 
The Educator mission trip 2019 was directed at building participants towards achieving selfcare that

promotes wellness & wholesome living. All the programs were deep reservoirs of information & knowledge

that was in-exhaustive. Our participant covered large spectrum of ages, gender, social strata, tribes. (see

breakdown below). All the 4 training programs were rated by the participants as highly impactful &

tremendously beneficial. The common consensus was that the value gained was far highly than amount

paid. Our robust international  facilitators were amazing. They leverage for the program based on their

versatile experience in their area of specialty.

“Mr. Bunmi Olukoga”

Training Director—The Educator

Participant has been such in a hunger for getting Information, each participant were just sucking everything

in, it was almost like they are pulling one for more information. For me it was really an awesome conference,

even though we were only giving information on health, it was more than just the information. It was almost

like building relationship, or rather it is building relationship. 

"Paulett Lawrence"

Nigerians are so embracing this technics that has been preached during this conference. I like to see the

momentum in movement of providing Chiropractic's care and some of the nutrient service that we have. I

think with Dr. Eniabitobi vision and mission of Holistic Health it will drive to help Nigeria peoples to keep

moving. I think Nigeria as a nation are culturally about self healing than United State was and United State

made a transition 10years ago. A shift now is more people seeing Chiropractic than Medical Doctor in United

State. What I expect to see in Nigeria is learning how to heal yourself using your Chiropractic and natural

herbs than using medicine which has side effect and can cause additional problem to health.

"Dr. Joseph Esposito"

It is my pleasure to present Neurodevelopmental and other health topics with such a wonderful group of

other health care providers! All were very committed to empowering  people to take control of their health in

tangible achievable ways, each of us with our own health specialty. The audience was very receptive and

eager to hear the information we brought, asking great questions, and seemed very pleased with the entire

conference, and overall it was a great week sharing. I feel blessed to have been invited to participate. My

experience in Nigeria was really wonderful, and I look forward to the next one!.

"Dr. Paula Rhodes" 

 

"Dr. Kuyinu Eniabitobi "

Founder-The Educator 


